
 Mimic Components 

What’s special, new, improved and unusual about Mimic’s Products and Services? 

 

              Special 

Mimic’s origins as an international manufacturer of Mimic-panels 

continues to thrive in today’s modern age. Mimic-panels are made for large 

industrial or chemical plants, underground sub-ways, utility dams and the 

like. These precise, custom designed panels are a literal ‘mimic’ or copy of 

the plants entire system. When a fault occurs in the system, the exact 

location of the fault lights up on the mimic-panel, allowing for swift 

corrective action. Whilst smaller or less complexed industrial plants utilise 

only computerised mimic-panels, many still prefer the visual impact of 

large panels where traceability is instant and location easy on the eye, 

making the running of or emergency shut-down of these giants easier to 

manage. 

 

 

 

 New 

Businesses across the world develop with and depend on modern technology. 

For each business type, there is a solution though a product. For example, a 

modern temperature & humidity USB data logger is portable, able to download 

data directly into a computer and can be worn or transported without any 

hindrance to a specific location. What was inconceivable a few years ago, is 

todays product solution. 

 

 

 

                             Improved 

These are brand new LED powered Helipad lights in which the LED's are totally 

encapsulated. They give off a bright white, red or green light which is highly visible 

and which needs absolutely no maintenance and give approximately 5 years of 

continuous operation without any maintenance at all. Encapsulation of the LED 

means that the water cannot ingress into the lamp-holder as happens with 

conventional Helipad lights, which need continuous lamp changing and maintenance 

as water ingresses into the lamp holder. 

 

 

What’s unusual about Mimic Components, is its diversity and creative ability to design, manufacture, and assemble industry 

related products together with the pioneering spirit of its members who have a passion for their trade. 

Mimic Components Head Office JHB – Switchboard: +27(0)87-751-5000  Email: sales@mimic.co.za 

Cape Mimics Cape Town  -      Switchboard: +27(0)21-551-8185 Email: anje@mimics.co.za 
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